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film on uk television - homepage | bfi - yearbook. compiled by the research and statistics unit, this
yearbook presents the most comprehensive picture of film in the uk and the performance of british films
aboard during 2015. this publication is one of the ways the bfi delivers on its commitment to evidence-based
policy for film. we hope you enjoy this yearbook and find it useful. the representation of women in british
feature film, 1945–1950 - kinematograph yearbook for the war and post-war periods reveals important
contrasts. during the war, female workers tended to specialise in traditionally feminine areas of ... america to
the british film producers ... balcon or sydney box [8]. the president of the board of trade until late 1947, sir
stafford cripps, chose j. arthur rank as his ... whisky galore and the maggie british film guides - cgdbfo whisky galore and the maggie british film guides whisky galore! is a 1949 british comedy ... jackson. it was the
directorial debut of alexander mackendrick ; the screenplay was by compton mackenzie , based on his 1947
novel whisky galore . whisky galore! ... (20021206), ... malt whisky yearbook 2012: the facts, the people, the
news, the stories ... notes and references - springer - notes and references chapter 1 to provide an
intellectual and cultural framework for examining carol ... john huntley, 'film music in britain, 1947-48'in british
film yearbook, ed. peter noble (london, 1948) p. 39. 2. andrew sarris, 'carol reed in the context of his time',
film a directory of british diplomats - gulabin - commonwealth relations office 1947-66 and the
commonwealth office 1966-1968) to become the foreign and commonwealth office(fco) in 1968. section a is an
alphabetical list of british diplomats and their appointments from 1789 until the present. it includes all those
individuals who held posts listed in sections b, c and d but british and american cultural studies - unigraz
- british and american cultural studies theories and methods course instructor: univ.-prof. stefan l. brandt
(english and american studies) university of vienna summer term 2012 selected bibliography agger, ben.
cultural studies as critical theory. london and washington, dc: falmer press, 1992. adorno, theodor w. the uk
film market as a whole - homepage | bfi - bfi statistical yearbook 2016 3 the uk film market as a whole the
uk filmed entertainment market as a whole in 2015, theatrical revenues were the most significant component
of the film value chain in the uk. the credits of unemployment and money, the economic film ... - british
film institute description makes an important qualification in its summary of the film: “shows the circulation of
money and how it can get out of hand and ... does not appear listed in the 1942 yearbook. it appears in 1947,
with the same address of science films, but with different directors. in the 50’s diagram films grace moore
portfolio of television - 3. bfi (british film institution) statistical yearbook ~uk documentary feature film box
office gross - box office mojo (quantitative) ~uk documentary film audience preference by age (quantitative)
uk films have a total share of 11% in the global box office, earning just over £1.1bn in 2013. from the
archives: lucy s. dawidowicz and the restitution ... - lucy s. dawidowicz and the restitution of jewish
cultural property nancy sinkoff1 in september of 1946, lucy schildkret, who later in life would earn renown
under her married name, lucy s. dawidowicz,2 as an “inten-tionalist” historian of the holocaust,3 sailed to
europe to work for the
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